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ВДОСКОНАЛЕННЯ ЗАСОБІВ ТЕЛЕВІЗІЙНОЇ ПІРОМЕТРІЇ
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ВДОСКОНАЛЕННЯ ЗАСОБІВ ТЕЛЕВІЗІЙНОЇ ПІРОМЕТРІЇ

У статті проаналізовано проблему вдосконалення телевізійної пірометрії шляхом визначення дій і зон лінійності світлосигнальної характеристики телевізійної системи. В ході досліджень накопичено значний обсяг експериментальних матеріалів. Результати досліджень можна використовувати у телевізійних системах іншого призначення.
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1. Introduction

Effectiveness of the most high-temperature technologies can be ensured on the stipulation that all the technological requirements for temperature are met. However, adherence to the requirements is basically impossible without proper measuring equipment, namely pyrometers. In such a case, technical facilities must both meet current demands on temperature measurement accuracy during a technological cycle and have a significant potential for improvement of their performance.
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A television pyrometry meets the specified requirements in full. The television pyrometry is a set of methods and temperature measurement devices by analyzing self-radiation in a full spectral range (monospectral pyrometry) or by comparing flows in multiple spectral ranges (multispectral pyrometry), which covers an area of measuring equipment that includes theory and practice of high temperature measurement by television means. Moreover, it is a very promising tool for thermal nondestructive testing.

2. Analytical overview of periodicals relating to work

We researched the results, which were obtained by leading experts in the field of television pyrometry (Yu. Ch. Gaydukevich [1, 2], A. P. Dostanko [2], V. A. Poryev [3, 4], V. A. Karachinov [5], A. V. Kuznetsov [6] and others), on the basis of literature sources and have made the following conclusions.

Firstly, up-to-date television information and measurement systems allow simultaneously provide such performances in maximal sampling format, minimum time of its formation and spatial differentiation, which are the highest among other information and measurement equipment, making them indispensable when a set of performances shall be determinative.

Secondly, a non-competitive advantage of television facilities in their application to control over the high-temperature technologies is a unique opportunity to provide temperature measurement along any trajectory in real time.

Thirdly, presence of a computer as part of the television pyrometer allows you to implement and flexibly use a powerful arsenal of methods of formation, processing and analysis of images to improve exact performances of the up-to-date radiation pyrometry.

It is known that a significant limitation on a scope of application of the monospectral television pyrometry is a fundamental dependence of measurement results on a priori knowledge about a facility radiative capacity coefficient and its behavior in the range of measurements. The multispectral television pyrometer (MTP), being under the same conditions, provides potentially higher accuracy. Clearly, it opens up new possibilities to increase probability of control over the temperature modes, and hence, to improve product quality in the high temperature technologies, e. g. electron-beam technologies of obtaining ultrapure materials and materials with desired properties, as well as other related technologies [7, 8].

At the same time, a large number of problems in the multispectral television pyrometry, being important both in theoretical and practical aspects, have not received an adequate coverage at the moment. Particularly, the scientific and technical literature does not have systematic data on technical means of the multispectral television pyrometry, accurate results of their use in scientific or technological practice. Some publications on this topic [3, 9] is not well-grounded and have any substantiation by research of specifications, evaluation of potential opportunities, etc.

The main reasons for such a situation to be created include as follows.

3. Problem statement

Firstly, there are no mathematical models of bispectral pyrometer (BSP) signal measurement, being adequate to physical processes, on the basis of which new measurement techniques and error estimation methodologies can be developed. Clearly, there are no reliable estimates of BSP errors.

Secondly, attempts to enjoy benefits of the unproductive pyrometry by television means simultaneously with improvement of the temperature measurement accuracy are accompanied by errors in measurement of linear dimensions of the temperature fragments. Therefore, it is necessary to review both existing approaches to creation of the television BSP and development of new models and improvement of the temperature measurement methods.

Today, there are no reliable data on such fundamentally important characteristics of the television BSP as an equivalent wavelength and noise equivalent temperature difference of spectral ratio.

Thus, today the problem is not to provide multispectral control over the high temperature by means of television, but to analyze and solve new problems, arising in the case.

This means that today we have not actually created potentially the most effective methodology for temperature control, which capabilities would fully meet the needs of up-to-date high temperature technologies, in particular, needs of the float zone melting.

The above facts shall determine relevance and academic novelty of researches, aimed at creation of non-spectral television zone melting performance measurement means and to provide control of temperature fields of different origin.

4. Problems of using television equipment for the analysis of optical fields

A choice of means for measuring the important process parameters is determined by requirements of the process. Firstly, if you are to cover problems as to the possibility and feasibility of using the television system technique, you should start with an analysis of a paradigm of using the television facilities for the analysis of optical fields.

The paradigm of using the television equipment for the analysis of optical fields is based on the ratio of possibility and expediency of use of a television facility to address a specific problem and is illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Use of the television facilities for the analysis of optical fields](image)

This paradigm defines conditions of transformation of the tremendous opportunities of the television system technique into characteristics of the television measurement equipment.

We have formulated a list of conditions that determine possibility and feasibility of using the television facilities in a particular task.

Firstly, the spectral ranges of a radiation object $\Delta \lambda_{o}$ and measurement facility shall overlap, i. e. $\Delta \lambda_{p}$. Hence, we can speak of the primary importance of determining
the television information-measuring system spectral characteristics (or working area of spectral characteristics).

When determining the luminous-signal characteristics, we shall use a wavelength $\lambda_M$, for which the signal has a maximum value, i.e. to choose an end point of the spectral characteristics. If shifting in the spectral characteristics to the right or left, then we will get different measuring signals with the same value of illumination and on the CCD target [8].

Thus, taking into consideration the above facts, the basic television information-measuring system characteristics shall contain the spectral characteristics, which make the measured temperature range.

Secondly, it is clear that the illumination of the target $E_M$ must be greater than some threshold $E_{th}$, i.e. $E_M \geq k E_{th}$. Thus, the second important characteristic, ensuring possibility to use the television means for coverage of a specific problem, is the television information-measuring system luminous-signal characteristic and more precisely the range of linearity of input signals, within which a conceptual condition as to the whole of independent microsensors is created.

It is also possible that the spectral ranges had overlapped and illumination exceeds the threshold. But, a requirement to overlapping of an object’s spatial spectrum and the spatial-frequency characteristics of the measurement equipment is not fulfilled. Therefore, we can say that a modulation transmission function (MTF) television information-measuring system is also the very important for studies.

We must add that the general concept of using the television equipment to analysis the optical fields is based on the assumption of that light-electric transducer is an ordered matrix of the identical independent microsensors, which independently create signals at the same level of illumination [3, 9].

Identity means that all microsensors create the same signal, if there is even illumination.

Independence means that a signal, generated at any converters, does not flow into a neighboring converter.

Note, that an order requirement is not relevant today, because inherently CCD is an ordered set of pixels.

This approach permits to use the television equipment for measurement of the geometric, amplitude and dynamic parameters of the image, but taking into account certain cautions. Particularly, [3] evidences that reasonableness of the concept is ensured only when working within the range of linearity and provided that there is compensation of uneven sensitivity of a pixel, which is the result of a number of reasons (minor violations of a matrix production technology, leading to a spread of values of the pixel sizes and electrode transmission coefficients, transfer inefficiency, charge spreading, etc.) [10].

5. Analysis of the television pyrometry improvement ways

Nowadays, despite considerable progress in the television pyrometry development, accompanied by its global recognition and confirmed by the latest achievements, we are to solve some problems that are important from the point of view of improving the accuracy of the high temperature measurement by the television means.

The first problem shall be creation of bispectral pyrometer, which potentially have significant advantages over monochromatic, namely in the accuracy of temperature measurement.

If there is no data on the radiative capacity values, bispectral pyrometer provides the higher accuracy of measurements and new opportunities to increase reliability of control over the temperature modes in high technologies.

However, the scientific literature does not have any reliable and systematic data on technical means of the bispectral television pyrometry. Some publications on the use in scientific or technological practices are unable to form a reasoned opinion on the possibilities of bispectral pyrometer.

Threat, expansion of a range of scientific and technological tasks, which are covered by using bispectral pyrometer, shall increase demands on the accuracy of their performance, which is possible only by improving the measurement capabilities. Obviously, firstly of all you are to determine performance, which is not categorized by a manufacture of the television equipment.

A list of such characteristics (luminous-signal characteristic, uneven sensitivity). This list should be added with an equivalent wavelength and temperature difference of spectral ratio, being equivalent to noise. We could not find suitable materials in the contemporary scientific and technical literature.

It is clear, that development of new methods of measurement and improvement of the existing television pyrometry facilities is impossible without development of the adequate physical and mathematical models.

It shall also include problems of creating the new error estimation methods. It is obvious that well-known techniques, used in the monospectral pyrometry, cannot be used in the multi-spectral pyrometry.

Improvement of accuracy of the temperature measurement can be achieved both by improving the bispectral pyrometer characteristics and by improving methods of their application. It is clear, that improvement of the bispectral pyrometer characteristics, in particular, requires enhancement of accuracy of the temperature measurement, especially, it requires improvement of the metrological support.

We shall not forget that a television equipment production technology is being continuously improved. Therefore, the new factors (variables) appear. They affect the measurement facilities performance.

So, metrological support of television information-measuring system, in general, and bispectral, in particular, cannot be changed. A proof thereof can be results of the recent studies of spatial separating capacities of the television measurement facilities, which have substantially changed a vision of their potential.

If we consider characteristics, that determine accuracy of the temperature measurement in methods of the television bispectral pyrometry, the main characteristics shall be equivalent wavelength, effective to the noise difference of color temperatures and luminous-signal characteristic. Clearly, accuracy of the temperature measurement is affected by a dark signal range of the specific device. First of all, in such a case it is necessary to make experimental studies of performance of the facilities, which are used today or evaluated from the perspective of their use in the bispectral television pyrometry.

However, the contemporary scientific literature practically does not have any materials on the relevant research.
methods or their results. It places special emphasis on the importance of the problems, laid down in this article.

You are to take into consideration that the existing methods for determination of performance, used in the traditional pyrometry and monospectral television pyrometry, also need revision and improvement.

6. Conclusions

The television measurement equipment, providing such performances in maximal sampling format, minimum time of its formation and spatial differentiation, which are the highest among other information and measurement equipment, shall be the only way to control the dynamic temperature fields of an irreg shape.

Thereat, an error in the temperature measurement can exceed the permissible number of errors by an order of magnitude greater within the temperature range, which corresponds to the range of temperatures and technological parameters of zonal melting. We also know that appropriateness of the concept of using the television measurement equipment to control over the temperature parameters shall be ensured only, when operated in the range of linearity on condition that uneven sensitivity of the matrix is compensated.

Therefore, determination of the range of linearity of the television information-measuring system luminous-signal characteristics will fulfill one of the conditions of the concept.

We have also accumulated a considerable amount of experimental materials in course of the experiments. They concern formation of signals both in the television information-measuring system parameters of zonal melting, and in the television equipment of another destination, particularly, in the television pyrometers that can be used for control over the temperature conditions for pipe rolling technologies, in the television devices for food product quality control, environmental monitoring, in the television microscopy etc.
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